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Born 6/4/1975 Age 45

About Your Find Love Report
This report is designed primarily to show someone looking for a new relationship
when such a new relationship is likely to be formed. Whether you are married or
single, you can use this report to determine when a new love interest, love affair,
or marriage is likely to occur.
Any influence over 7 in the Power category is considered powerful and very likely
to result in a new relationship, provided you meet the specific criteria for each
influence found. Some influences, for example, are only for meeting a man, thus
heterosexual males would not benefit from such a connection.
When strong love influences are present, this is the time to safely engage in new
relationships or to expand the scope of your searching. If you are truly ready to
meet someone new when these influences appear, just make yourself available to
see the magic work wonders in your life.
How to Read this Report
The influences found are listed in start date order starting at the beginning of the
time period specified. The start date of any influence is shown, along with how
many days that influence is in effect.
The Power of any influence is shown in the next column. The numbers range from
1 to 10, with 10 being the strongest influence possible. You should pay attention
to any influence over 7 in the Power category since those are likely to give the
strongest results.
The position and card found are listed next, for those who want to research these
influences more. And finally, a brief interpretation of each influence is given.
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Start Date

Days Power

6/4/2020

365

8

Position

Card Influence

Environment

This indicates a fortunate relationship that will appear in your life this year, one that was destined to occur for your
benefit. This is not guaranteed to be a romantic relationship, but it certainly could be. Look for other influences this
year to get more specific timing on it and who it might be with.

7/26/2020

52

8

VVenus

This rare influence is considered number one for a romantic affair. This is not an influence of marriage but that of
lovers together, enjoying each other's company. If you have been seeking such a relationship, this can be your dream
come true situation.

6/4/2021

365

8

Result

By your next birthday you may find yourself involved with more than one person at the same time. This is the
possibility of this influence. If you are single this could mean that you are not yet ready to settle down with one person
and that it is better to just go with the flow of life until you are. If you are in a relationship already, this could cause an
expansion into new territories.

6/4/2021

365

8

Result

For ladies and gay men, this influence promises a satisfying sexual relationship towards the end of your personal year.
These usually occur within 1-2 months of your next birthday. This is not a marriage influence but it could certainly
lead to marriage in future years.

6/4/2021

365

9

Long Range

This year you have the power to have most anything or anyone that you want in the area of personal and professional
relationships. If you are single during this year, it can only be because this is what you want. Use this power to create
or attract the perfect partner or partners to you!

7/26/2021

52

8

Venus

This is classically known as a divorce card, but for a single person this card can indicate finding the relationship you
have been looking for a long time. It represents fulfillment in love so be prepared to have that, again if you are single.
This can be a marriage card, especially in the Venus period.

7/26/2021

52

8

VVenus

This is one of the most powerful marriage influences that exist. Even if marriage is not in your plans, this could
indicate a very satisfying romantic and sexual relationship. Love is in the air!
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Start Date

6/4/2022

Days Power

52

5

Position

Card Influence

VMercury

This influence could represent a short-lived infatuation with more than one person at a time, even a one night stand
with two people. This is not considered all that important of an influence, only one that will bring you new experiences
to help you get clear about what you really want.

6/4/2022

365

9

Environment

This year your popularity and personal magnetism will have you getting whatever results you desire in the area of
personal or professional relationships. You have the power now to get exactly what you want. So, be clear about it as
soon as possible. Get out and be social and watch the magic happen.

7/26/2022

52

8

Venus

The King of Hearts is a lover card, but only for women and gay men, perhaps gay women as well. He is the King of
Love. This is not an influence for marriage but for a satisfying sexual and romantic relationship. Take advantage of
this influence to make yourself available to potential love partners.

6/4/2023

52

7

VMercury

Though short-lived, this period gives you the possiblity to achieve whatever relationship goals you may have for
yourself. If you are single, use this power to find someone you like and want. Get out and be social to take full
advantage of this influence.

6/4/2023

52

7

VMercury

This is an indicator of a one night stand, or other quick but not long lasting sexual affair. It can also indicate marriage
but marriages under Mercury are not recommended as they tend to be over as quickly as they start.

6/4/2023

52

8

Mercury

Though short-lived, this period gives you the possiblity to achieve whatever relationship goals you may have for
yourself. If you are single, use this power to find someone you like and want. Get out and be social to take full
advantage of this influence.

6/4/2023

365

7

Long Range

This influence is not a guarantee of a new relationship but because it is the card of relationship karma, it could be
telling you that a destined relationship will occur this year. One must look at other relationship indicators in the year to
determine if this is really true, and the nature of this destined relationship.
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Start Date

7/26/2023

Days Power

52

8

Position

Card Influence

Venus

This is a very strong influence for a wedding. If you have a partner as this year begins, you may just get married in this
period. If not, you may find yourself being very popular and having many opportunities for romantic enjoyment.

7/26/2024

52

8

Venus

The King of Hearts is a lover card, but only for women and gay men, perhaps gay women as well. He is the King of
Love. This is not an influence for marriage but for a satisfying sexual and romantic relationship. Take advantage of
this influence to make yourself available to potential love partners.

9/16/2024

52

7

Mars

This influence indicates your involvement with two or more people. So, if you are single this is an indicator of lots of
relationship activity in your life. Mars tends to make relationships passionate, and sometimes aggressive. It is possible
that this influence could be a mixture of both for you, but involving two or more objects of your affection.

2/20/2025

52

7

VUranus

This can represent an unexpected or unusual romantic and sexual affair. This can even mean a bisexual or homosexual
affair. In any event it is likely to come as a surprise to you and would probably be with someone who is a part of a
group you belong to. Just keep in mind that Uranus relationships often end as unexpectedly as they begin.

2/20/2025

52

7

Uranus

Though not traditionally a romantic period, for you this Uranus time could be very rewarding if you use it wisely. You
have the power now to make things happen romantically. Utilize all social gatherings to find someone suitable for you.

2/20/2025

52

8

Uranus

Though not normally a romantic period, the Queen of Hearts in Uranus brings the possibility of a romantic or sexual
relationship. If you are single, get out and attend group functions. There you will find the object of your desire.
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